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Carsharing is considered one of the solutions to urban transport problems. As a new mode in the urban transport
system in China, there are still initial questions of how carsharing will perform and what the impacts will be.
Accordingly, this study considers battery electric vehicle sharing and investigates its potential demand, with
Beijing as the case study. A nested logit model is established and calibrated to analyze mode choice behavior.
Further, real trip data is used to estimate the potential demand for battery electric vehicle sharing. In addition,
the temporal and spatial distribution of potential demand, the impact of battery electric vehicle sharing on the
mode split, and the impact of pricing strategies are analyzed. The results show that an optimistic mode split of
battery electric vehicle sharing is 4.23% when the average distance between travelers and stations is 0.5 km. The
main source of potential demand is public transport. However, the substitution eﬀect of battery electric vehicle
sharing for private vehicles is weak. The potential trips are concentrated in the morning peak period, mainly
starting in residential or integrative areas, and ending in commercial areas or green spaces. Commuting and
long-distance trips are more sensitive to decreases in price, such that they are more likely to be completed as
battery electric vehicle sharing trips. This price decrease could also increase the potential trip ratio during the
evening peak period. These ﬁndings are useful to governments and operators for implementing policies such as
station planning, relocation, and pricing strategies.

1. Introduction
Carsharing is considered one of the solutions to urban transport
issues such as air pollution and parking stress (Stasko et al., 2013;
Martin et al., 2010; Martin and Shaheen, 2011; Cervero and Tsai,
2004). Carsharing provides travelers with a ﬂexible car rental service
(Kim et al., 2015) that can be used for short periods, and is charged for
by both time and distance traveled (Kortum, 2014). It beneﬁts users by
transferring the expensive ﬁxed costs of ownership such as purchase,
insurance, and maintenance into variable costs, thereby allowing users
to satisfy their vehicle needs ﬂexibly (Shaheen and Martin, 2006).
Two types of carsharing services are in operation: round-trip and
one-way. If travelers use round-trip carsharing, they must return the
vehicle to the departure point after their trip, whereas the one-way
service does not require users to return vehicles to the departure point.
One-way carsharing includes two types of operation: station-based and
free-ﬂoating. Under station-based operation, travelers can return the

vehicles to any designated station with available parking spaces,
whereas under free-ﬂoating operation, vehicles can be pulled over
anywhere in designated areas (Vasconcelos et al., 2017; Schmöller
et al., 2015). As a new and convenient mode of mobility in the urban
transport system, one-way carsharing is rapidly developing. In China, it
entered the market after 2010 and has experienced rapid growth in
recent years. By 2017, there were approximately 40,000 shared vehicles in operation, of which 95% were electric (Sohu, 2018). According
to GoFun (Beijing Shouqi Easy Go Technology Co. Ltd., 2019), which is
one of the biggest operators in China, as of 2019 there are 22 provinces
and > 80 cities in China where carsharing has entered the market. In
Beijing, there are > 10 operators in the market, such as GoFun, Yidu,
MoreFun, GreenGo, and TOGO. By the end of 2017, there were > 200
stations and 2000 vehicles in operation (Sohu, 2017). However, many
initial questions remain to be answered, such as how carsharing will
perform in the cities of China, what the features of carsharing trips are,
what the impacts will be on the transport system, whether it is really
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operation and policy-making.

helpful for improving traﬃc conditions.
For such motivations, demand analysis is a method of assessing the
impact of carsharing systems, which is also the basis of planning and
operation, such as station planning, vehicle layout, and relocation
strategies. However, there are challenges in studying the demand for
one-way carsharing in an urban transport context. On the one hand,
there is a lack of studies considering one-way carsharing in the urban
transport system. Further, the demand for one-way carsharing is not
clear when it is competing with other modes. Owing to the convenient
vehicle access, return, and payment policies in one-way carsharing
services, it is endowed with the same features as public transport (to
some extent). To be speciﬁc, travelers are likely to use round-trip service for day trips and long-distance trips, whereas they are likely to use
one-way carsharing for short trips such as for commuting, business, and
leisure (Shaheen et al., 2006; Kim, 2015; De Luca and Di Pace, 2015).
When it is easy for travelers to access shared vehicles and the price is
competitive, one-way carsharing will probably impact the current mode
share in the urban transport system. Analyzing the mode share requires
a comprehensive mode choice modeling that captures the impacts of
variables such as access distance to vehicles and even state of charge
(SOC) for battery electric vehicles (BEVs).
On the other hand, existing studies emphasize the sociodemographic characteristics and trip scenarios of travelers, which answer the questions of by whom and in what trip scenarios will carsharing be used. However, few studies analyze the temporal and spatial
distribution of carsharing demand. Among these studies, most analyze
the demand with real usage data (e.g., Schmöller and Bogenberger,
2014). However, it should be noted that the demand demonstrated by
real usage data shows the demand under the current station planning
and vehicle layout, which may not reveal the entire potential demand
in the area. The results may be less beneﬁcial for the station planning in
a city where the carsharing service is not in operation or a city where
the carsharing service has just launched. Moreover, few studies analyze
the impact of carsharing's level of service (LOS) (e.g., station coverage
and pricing) on the trip composition, including the spatiotemporal
distribution, trip purpose, and trip distance.
In the study, we analyze the performance of the carsharing system
in China by estimating the potential demand of station-based one-way
BEV sharing based on a stated preference (SP) survey and the Fifth
Beijing Household Trip Survey in Beijing. The reason we discuss oneway station-based BEV sharing is that most BEV sharing services currently operated in Beijing are station-based owing to insuﬃcient
cruising range. A nested logit model is established and calibrated to
analyze the mode choice and shared vehicle/route choice behavior
jointly. Given that BEVs have diﬀerent technological features from
conventional gasoline vehicles (such as SOC), driving range, and
charging opportunities (Neubauer et al., 2012; Egbue and Long, 2012;
Dong et al., 2014), we consider variables related to the SOC in the
model to reveal traveler preference for BEVs. After the discrete choice
modeling, we apply the model results to a set of real trip data where the
mode of BEV sharing does not exist, to test the feasibility of mode
shifting from the original mode to BEV sharing. Then, according to the
feasible BEV sharing trips, the temporal and spatial distribution, impact
of BEV sharing on the mode split, and impact of pricing strategies are
analyzed. Some suggestions for operation and policy-making are also
proposed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a
literature review on the research gaps regarding the potential demand
for carsharing. Section 3 presents the methodology of how to test the
feasibility of BEV sharing to substitute the original modes, including the
survey design and discrete choice model. Based on the model results,
Section 4 analyzes the mode choice preferences for BEV sharing. From
the output of the potential trips, Section 5 analyzes the impact of BEV
sharing on the temporal and spatial distribution, the impact of BEV
sharing on the mode split, and the impact of pricing strategies. Section
6 oﬀers some concluding remarks and proposes suggestions for

2. Literature review
Carsharing is rarely considered when analyzing travel demand of
urban transport systems, in addition to metros, buses, taxis (or ridehailing), private cars, carpooling, and bikes (or bike sharing)
(Washbrook et al., 2006; Martin and Shaheen, 2014; Buehler, 2011).
Regarding the existing studies related to carsharing, the scenarios are
usually focused on rural areas (Rotaris and Danielis, 2018), intercity
(De Luca and Di Pace, 2015), railway connections (Steininger and
Bachner, 2014), etc. Thus, its performance in the urban transport
system is not clear. Moreover, BEVs, as a new type of vehicle, are rarely
considered in the carsharing ﬂeet (such as Becker et al., 2017; Ceccato
and Diana, 2018). Shaheen et al. (2015) explored older people's intention to use BEV sharing and found that BEV could increase the interest in participation. Zoepf and Keith (2016) found that people prefer
hybrid vehicles rather than full-battery or plug-in modes for carsharing.
However, the BEV features such as low battery capacity and uncertainty
in energy consumption are not well considered in choice modeling.
From the perspective of research data, many studies related to
carsharing demand are only based on the SP survey, where sociodemographic factors such as potential trip scenarios and LOS variables
are discussed (Efthymiou et al., 2013; Zhou and Kockelman, 2011; Kato
et al., 2012). These studies focus on the impact of a number of variables
on the choice, as well as the individual probability of use or the market
share of carsharing, yet cannot analyze the spatiotemporal distribution
of carsharing demand. Another way to analyze carsharing demand is
based on real usage data. Schmöller and Bogenberger (2014) analyzed
the spatiotemporal demand by booking data from two systems and
studied the inﬂuence of weather and sociodemographic variables.
Boldrini et al. (2016) extracted the number of available cars, number of
available parking lots, and status of stations (operational or under
maintenance) to see the temporal and spatial distribution of the availability of shared vehicles. However, the demand revealed from real
usage data is largely inﬂuenced by the current supply, namely station
planning and vehicle layout. It cannot reveal the entire potential demand, which is essential for the planning and operation of carsharing
systems, especially in cities where the carsharing service is not in operation or one in which the carsharing service has just launched.
To study potential demand in the transport sector, one approach is
to generate potential demand from real trip data. For example, Hu et al.
(2018) tested the feasibility of BEVs for replacing conventional taxis
considering trip patterns. They assumed that these trips were undertaken by BEVs, and simulated the performance, which was reﬂected by
the percentage of fulﬁllment using the real taxi trips. Namdeo et al.
(2014), Hua et al. (2014), and Chen et al. (2014) analyzed the charging
demand of BEVs considering the end of the trip or the parking location
based on the trajectories of vehicles or on a resident trip survey. Another approach is to use simulation methods such as agent-based
models (Ciari et al., 2013; Martínez et al., 2017; Heilig et al., 2017;
Balac et al., 2015).
To the best of our knowledge, few studies have analyzed the potential demand for BEV sharing services, and gaps in the research remain. Coll et al. (2014) analyzed the potential demand for carsharing in
the form of spatiotemporal membership diﬀusion. They focused on the
inﬂuence of the built environment and neighborhood socioeconomic
attributes on membership, but they did not consider users' choice
among multimode transportation services or measure the frequency or
likelihood of service utilization at the trip level. Rabbitt and Ghosh
(2013) studied the potential demand of carsharing in Ireland; they
predicted the future market by the likely membership number in each
zone and analyzed the spatial distribution of the potential demand.
However, the demand for carsharing from a trip-level perspective in
consideration of the inﬂuence of other modes is not clear. Huang et al.
(2018) adopted a logit model to predict the demand shift to the
2
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informed not to consider the subsequent activities.
We prepare 18 scenarios for each respondent with various LOS
variable combinations of BEV sharing. Speciﬁcally, four origin–destination (OD) pairs are designed with diﬀerent trip distances including < 10, 10–20, 20–40, and > 40 km. Under each OD pair, ﬁve
trip purposes are considered including commuting trip, leisure trip,
business trip, carrying items, and suburb outing. With respect to the
suburb outing trips, they are set only to long-distance OD pairs of
20–40 km and over 40 km. In summary, the total number of scenarios is
4 + 4 + 5 + 5 = 18.
Four alternative modes including public transport (the combination
of buses and metros), taxis, private vehicles, and BEV sharing are
considered in each OD pair. All the OD pairs are extracted from mapping software, and only the topology is shown to the respondents to
exclude the inﬂuence of speciﬁc OD pairs on the mode choice. We
design the routes for each alternative according to that shown in Google
Maps so that we expect more accurate choices. For public transport, two
routes are designed; for taxis and private vehicles, one route is designed
for each; for BEV sharing, three imaginary BEVs with corresponding
routes are made available to the respondents, which are located at
diﬀerent stations close to the trip origin. Note that if the respondents do
not have private vehicles, they are informed not to choose the private
vehicle. Real LOS information of routes is also extracted from the
mapping software, such as in-vehicle time, trip cost, number of transfers, and walking distance. Table 1 shows the LOS variable levels of
public transport, taxis, and private vehicles under four trip distance
scenarios.
As for the LOS combinations of shared BEVs, we consider the access
distance, egress distance, remaining range, vehicle model, and discount. The access distance describes the distance between the pick-up
station and the origin, and the egress distance describes the distance
between the drop-oﬀ station and the destination. The remaining range
indicates the excess driving range after deducting the trip distance. The
vehicle model describes the inner space, such as four seats or ﬁve seats.
The discounts are designated to shared vehicles, and the cost shown to
the respondents is the cost after the discount. A fractional factorial
design is adopted to randomly select three combinations as three shared
BEVs in each OD pair. Each respondent receives 3 × 4 = 12

carsharing only from private vehicle trips, but failed to consider the
shift from other public transport modes. As a result, the model cannot
be applied to the urban transport system. Martínez et al. (2017) applied
an agent-based model to study the carsharing demand dynamics in a
case study of Lisbon. However, the behavior mechanism in the simulation is simple, such that it cannot precisely reveal agents' preference
for carsharing. All the studies mentioned above failed to analyze the
sensitivity of carsharing's LOS variables to travel demand.
In addition, there is a lack of studies targeting the Chinese market.
As mentioned previously, carsharing services have only operated in the
Chinese market for the past few years. Shaheen and Martin conducted a
survey in 2006 in Beijing and studied the early market potential for
carsharing. They found that 38% were familiar with carsharing and
26.4% stated that they were likely to use carsharing. Hui et al. (2017a)
used real operation data from Hangzhou to reveal the behavior patterns
from a macroperspective, including monthly order, single usage time,
time for taking out and returning the vehicles, and usage distance. They
observed that for the highest frequency user group, trips mainly occur
on weekdays from 07:00 to 20:00, traveling within 40 km. It is interesting to ﬁnd the peak for returning (07:00–08:00) is earlier than the
peak for taking out the vehicles (08:00–09:00). Wang et al. (2012)
conducted a survey in Shanghai to investigate people's intention to use
carsharing, potential competition with taxis or public transport, as well
as the impact on car ownership. Only 11.1% would dispose of their
private cars and 51% would give up purchasing new vehicles. From the
ordered logit model results, travelers who usually use taxis for shopping
trips show less interest in carsharing, and those who usually use metros
show greater interest. Wang et al. (2017) conducted a web-based survey
in Beijing to investigate the willingness to participate in carsharing
services. The vehicle purchase restriction policy is considered to reveal
the policy environment in Beijing. They found that the most competitive trip purpose and distance for carsharing are running errands and
journeys between 11 and 20 km, respectively. These studies failed to
consider BEVs in the ﬂeet and failed to study carsharing demand at the
trip level considering other transport modes. Hui et al. (2017b) studied
only the round-trip carsharing usage from a trip chain perspective
based on GPS data collected in Hangzhou. The trip start and end times
were demonstrated across diﬀerent types of trip chains. They claimed
that carsharing could substitute private cars in some cases. Yoon et al.
(2017) investigated round-trip and one-way carsharing at the same
time in Beijing. They considered the access time and electric vehicles.
The study focused on how various factors inﬂuence the carsharing
adoption at the trip level, yet it failed to analyze the carsharing demand
distribution and the impact on the transport system.
To ﬁll these research gaps, we model the mode choice preference for
BEV sharing in the urban transport system, where BEV features and
other carsharing-related variables are considered. Combining the SP
data and real trip data, a trip-level potential demand is estimated based
on mode choice modeling. According to the potential demand, ﬁndings
can be revealed such as the temporal and spatial distribution of potential demand, the impact of BEV sharing on the mode split, and the
impact of pricing strategies.

Table 1
LOS levels of the three modes under four trip distances.

< 10 km
Public
transport
Taxi
Private
vehicle
10–20 km
Public
transport
Taxi
Private
vehicle
20–40 km
Public
transport
Taxi
Private
vehicle
> 40 km
Public
transport
Taxi
Private
vehicle

3. Methodology
3.1. Stated preference survey
An SP survey is implemented to collect the choice data considering
BEV sharing in an urban transport system, which was carried out in
Beijing in July–August 2018.
At the beginning of the survey, some information and instructions
are provided for respondents. We ﬁrst provide brief introduction about
the features of BEV sharing. All respondents are assumed to have
driving licenses and to be capable of skilled driving. Meanwhile, they
are assumed to be members of BEV sharing and qualiﬁed to use BEV
sharing. All the trips considered are one-way trips. The respondents are
3

Invehicle
time
(min)

Cost
(CNY)

Trip
distance
(km)

Number
of
transfer

Walking
distance
(km)

32
24
18
18

2
2
20

6.4
4.7
4.7
4.7

0
1

0.8
0.7

60
48
40
40

7
5
56

19.2
17.2
19
19

1
2

90
84
69
69

7
7
122

37.3
35.8
35.6
35.6

0
2

106
128
86
86

31
10
185

50.7
47.8
49.9
49.9

2
1

Fuel
cost
(CNY)

3

0.4
1.3
11

1.2
1.2
20

0.9
2.3
31
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the quality of the responses (almost face-to-face). The interviewees are
selected based on a simple random sampling method by staﬀ, because
we do not require speciﬁc types of respondents. Each respondent gets
20 CNY after completing the questionnaire. We issued almost 600
questionnaires, and ﬁnally 536 questionnaires were collected, representing a response rate of 89.3%. After the validation check of
missing values or logic errors, 512 samples and 8689 choices were
collected. Table 3 Shows the sample description.

Table 2
Levels for vehicle choice experiment.
Variable

Number of levels

Level speciﬁcation

Access distance
Egress distance
Remaining range
Vehicle model
Discount

4
4
6
2
4

0.5, 1.0, 1.5, or 2.0 km
0.5, 1.0, 1.5, or 2.0 km
5, 10, 15, 20, 30, or 40 km
4 or 5 seats
0%, 15%, 30%, or 50% oﬀ

3.2. Model speciﬁcation

combinations in each questionnaire (4 OD pairs in each questionnaire).
We prepare 10 versions of the questionnaire to cover 12 × 10 = 120
combinations. In this way, as many LOS combinations as possible can
be considered in order to increase the eﬃciency of the survey. The levels of BEV sharing LOS variables in the experiment are shown in
Table 2. The maximum levels such as 2.0 and 40 km result from a pilot
survey on the perceived thresholds. We ﬁnd that nearly 80% of the
respondents claim that the maximum distance they can accept is
2.0 km, and almost 98% of the respondents claim that their minimum
reminder range is within 40 km.
Finally, respondents are asked to choose their preferred trip plan out
of seven alternatives as well as providing their personal information
such as gender, age, education, vehicle ownership, Hukou, income, and
occupation. Among them, Hukou reﬂects a special population policy in
China and tells where one's household is registered. A person who does
not have a local household registered in Beijing is not qualiﬁed to
purchase vehicles registered in Beijing (Zhang et al., 2017). Thus, this
could inﬂuence travelers' mode choices.
Fig. 1 provides an example of the mode/vehicle/route choice survey
regarding BEV sharing.
Because the questions are quite numerous, especially including 18
mode & vehicle/route choice scenarios that require patience and concentration, the survey was conducted by staﬀ in the form of a paper
questionnaire instead of an internet-based questionnaire to guarantee

To capture the mode choice preferences, a Nested Logit (NL) model
is adopted, where the vehicle/route choice is also incorporated. Four
nests in the upper level include public transport, taxi, private vehicle,
and BEV sharing. In each nest, vehicles or routes are designed in the
lower level. The two-level nest structure is adopted for two reasons.
More LOS combinations of BEV sharing can be considered so that the
trade-oﬀs between variables can be captured more precisely. Moreover,
the model structure can eﬀectively alleviate the inﬂuence of the independence from irrelevant alternatives (IIA) property of the multinomial Logit (MNL) model. To capture diﬀerent distributions of disturbances between nests and levels, we designate the scale parameters
in the lower level to be one and set upper-level scale parameters: one
for public transport (λPT), one for BEV sharing (λBEVS), one for taxi (λT)
and another for private vehicle (λPV). All three should be in the range
0–1, indicating the assumption that the nest structure is rational. The
nest structure is illustrated in Fig. 2. Because repeated choices from the
respondents are used in the model estimation, we add error components
in the utility functions to deal with the biases caused by serial correlation, also known as the panel eﬀect (Hess and Rose, 2009). We set
four error components in four nests, which are set to be in the form of a
normal distribution whose mean is zero and whose standard deviation
(S.D.) is to be estimated. Again, if a respondent does not have a private
vehicle, then the private vehicle will be removed from the

Fig. 1. Example of the vehicle/route choice experiment.
4
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the utility functions of all alternatives, as the respondents are assumed
to have the same perception of time and money among diﬀerent modes.
For public transport, we additionally include the number of transfers
and walking distance. In BEV sharing, we additionally consider the
access distance, remaining range, vehicle model, discount, and egress
distance. Note that the discount here is a 0–1 variable indicating
whether there is a discount for a shared vehicle. The actual cost presented to respondents is the after-discount cost.
For the trip scenario variables, we consider three trip distance
dummies including 10–20, 20–40, > 40 km (< 10 km as the base), and
four trip purpose dummies including leisure trip, business trip, carrying
items, and suburb outing (commuting trip as the base) to better estimate the preferences for BEV sharing. We also consider the personal
attributes in the model to reveal the preferences for BEV sharing from
diﬀerent respondents. These scenario-related variables and individualrelated variables are all considered in the utility function of BEV
sharing.

Table 3
Sample statistic.
Categorical variables

Description

Frequency

Ratio

Gender

Male
Female
< 18
18–25
26–35
35–50
50–60
> 60
< 3.0 k
3.0 k–4.5 k
4.5 k–6.0 k
6.0 k–8.0 k
8.0 k–10.0 k
10.0 k–15.0 k
> 15.0 k
Below high school
Secondary technical school
Undergraduate
Postgraduate
Professionals
Business & services
Employees of enterprises and
institutions
Students
Others
Collective registered
Nonlocal registered
Local household registered
< 100 k
100 k–200 k
200 k–300 k
300 k–500 k
500 k–700 k
> 700 k
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Not at all
Yes, but not urgent
Yes, very urgent
< 10 km
10–20 km
20–40 km
40–60 km
> 60 km
< 10 km
10–20 km
20–40 km
40–60 km
> 60 km
Bus
Metro
Taxi
Walk
Private vehicle
Bike
Bus
Metro
Taxi
Walk
Private vehicle
Bike
Yes
No

300
212
3
89
336
70
10
4
82
47
75
78
76
75
79
20
40
169
283
96
59
222

58.5%
41.5%
0.6%
17.3%
65.7%
13.6%
1.9%
0.8%
16.0%
9.2%
14.6%
15.2%
14.8%
14.6%
15.6%
3.9%
7.8%
32.9%
55.4%
18.7%
11.5%
43.5%

77
58
138
159
215
86
161
113
86
39
27
184
328
425
87
304
208
62
260
190
221
105
120
33
33
201
134
80
56
41
87
180
35
58
110
42
62
148
68
38
167
29
60
452

15.0%
11.3%
26.9%
31.0%
42.1%
16.8%
31.6%
22.0%
16.8%
7.6%
5.2%
35.9%
64.1%
83.0%
17.0%
59.3%
40.7%
12.3%
50.7%
37.0%
43.3%
20.5%
23.4%
6.4%
6.4%
39.4%
26.1%
15.6%
10.9%
8.0%
17.0%
35.1%
7.0%
11.3%
21.4%
8.2%
12.0%
29.0%
13.3%
7.4%
32.6%
5.7%
11.7%
88.3%

Age

Income (CNY)

Education

Occupation

Hukou

Annual household income
(CNY)

Vehicle ownership
Driving license
Skilled driving
Vehicle purchase demand

Daily travel distance on
weekdays

Daily travel distance on
weekends

Main transport mode on
weekdays

Main transport mode on
weekends

BEV sharing experience

3.3. Potential demand estimation
We intend to estimate the potential demand using the model estimated in Section 3.2 based on real trip data. The real trip data is recorded by respondents, with suﬃcient information such as the start and
end times, the locations of origin and destination, trip mode, travel
distance, trip purpose, and trip cost. Whether travelers will shift from
the original mode to BEV sharing is estimated by the utility functions in
the NL model. Here, we follow the basic assumption of the maximum
utility theory that people tend to choose the alternative that provides
the maximum utility. We suppose that each recorded trip taken by a
respondent is already the alternative with the maximum utility among
all existing modes. Then, if the utility of BEV sharing is higher than that
of the recorded trip, we mark the trip as a potential BEV sharing trip. To
ﬁnd the speciﬁcation of real trip data, please see Section 5.1.
4. Behavioral analysis
The model is estimated using Python Biogeme 2.6a. The parameter
calibration results can be found in Table 4. Most absolute t-values are
larger than 1.96, indicating that the variables are statistically signiﬁcant at a conﬁdence level of 95%. The three scale parameters
(0.708, 0.391, and 0.861) are in the range 0–1, indicating that the nest
structure is rational. Four standard deviations are statistically signiﬁcant, indicating that the panel eﬀect in the repeated choices cannot
be neglected. The adjusted McFadden's R squared is 0.249, indicating
an excellent goodness-of-ﬁt. In order to match the individual-related
variables in the Beijing Household Trip Survey data (in Section 5.1), we
ﬁnally consider three signiﬁcant variables including vehicle ownership,
education, and Hukou in the model. Other individual-related variables
are removed from the model owing to bad t values.
Focusing on LOS variables of BEV sharing, we ﬁnd that the access
distance and egress distance have negative eﬀects on mode choice. The
disutility of the access distance is 1.78 times greater than that of the
egress distance (1.78 = −2.28/−1.28), reﬂecting that travelers are
more concerned about the access distance. We also ﬁnd the remaining
range has a positive inﬂuence on the BEV sharing choice, indicating
that a higher remaining range increases the probability of a traveler to
choose BEV sharing. We can also see that travelers prefer ﬁve-seat vehicles over four-seat vehicles, owing to a more comfortable in-vehicle
space in the former. As for the trip scenarios, we can ﬁnd that travelers
have a growing intention when trip distance increases. Travelers show
increased willingness to use BEV sharing on leisure trips and suburb
outing trips compared with commuting trips and business trips.
Regarding personal attributes, travelers with high education and those
who own private vehicles are less likely to use BEV sharing, and travelers who are collectively registered in Beijing are more likely to use
BEV sharing. This is probably because they have fewer opportunities to

corresponding alternative set.
Regarding the variables in the utility functions, we consider the LOS
variables, trip scenario variables, and personal attributes. For the LOS
variables, the in-vehicle travel time and trip cost are considered in all
alternatives. These two parameters to be estimated are set to be equal in
5
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Fig. 2. Nest structure in the NL model.

5. BEV sharing potential demand analysis

Table 4
NL model parameter calibration results.
Parameters
Public transport
Scale parameter λPT
In-vehicle time (hour)
Cost (CNY)
Number of transfer
Walking distance for public transport (km)
Constant
S.D. in error component
Taxi
Scale parameter λT
In-vehicle time (hour)
Cost (CNY)
S.D. in error component
Private vehicle
Scale parameter λPV
In-vehicle time (hour)
Cost (CNY)
S.D. in error component
BEV sharing
Scale parameter λBEVS
In-vehicle time (hour)
Cost (CNY)
Access distance (km)
Remaining range (hundred km)
Vehicle model
Egress distance (km)
Discount
Business trip
Carrying items
Leisure trip
Suburb outing
10–20 km
20–40 km
> 40 km
Education_postgraduate
Collective household registered
Owning vehicles
Constant
S.D. in error component
Sample size
Log-likelihood at zero
Log-likelihood at convergence
Likelihood ratio test
Adjusted McFadden's R squared

Estimates

t-value

0.708
−1.68
−0.0339
−0.287
−0.559
−1.03
1.30

8.30
−5.81
−11.22
−6.21
−8.99
−6.75
7.07

0.391
−1.68
−0.0339
1.57

9.26
−5.81
−11.22
5.50

0.391
−1.68
−0.0339
5.30

9.26
−5.81
−11.22
7.68

0.861
−1.68
−0.0339
−2.28
0.475
0.130
−1.28
0.588
0.450
0.910
2.08
2.74
1.03
1.95
2.62
−0.282
0.411
−0.331
−1.58
1.89
8689
−16,074.675
−12,045.385
8058.580
0.249

4.04
−5.81
−11.22
−24.47
2.96
2.44
−3.95
4.29
2.84
3.64
3.96
3.98
5.16
5.26
4.28
−1.73
1.65
−1.81
−3.43
3.98

5.1. Data preparation
The real trip data is obtained from the Fifth Beijing Household Trip
Survey in 2014, which was conducted on weekdays, involving 40,003
families with 101,815 members. The sampling rate of the population in
Beijing is 0.52%. In the survey, each respondent should record the daily
trips with suﬃcient information, such as the start and end time, locations of origin and destination (mainly recorded by the ID of traﬃc
zones), trip mode, travel distance, trip purpose, trip cost, as well as part
of the personal attributes (Zhang et al., 2017). According to the survey,
the mode shares of public transport, taxi, private vehicle, and bicycle
are 32.79%, 0.99%, 28.56%, and 34.11%, respectively. Other modes
such as shuttle bus, walking, and car rental are not listed. Households
that own private vehicles take up 41.92%, and 58.08% of households
do not own private vehicles.
Considering that the trip distance of modes such as walking or cycling is short (i.e., 2–3 km), we do not assume these modes to be
competitors against BEV sharing. To match the NL model structure
demonstrated in Section 3.2, the trips traveled by bus, metro, taxi, and
private vehicle are screened out. We also screen and convert the trip
purposes so as to match the SP survey. To be speciﬁc, commuting trips
include going to and returning from work or school, and leisure trips
include dining out, shopping, and entertainment. We also extract personal attributes including education, vehicle ownership, and Hukou.
Finally, we screen out 58,044 trips out of > 200,000 trips.
Table 5 shows the distribution of trip characteristics. Under the
current trip composition, public transport takes up the largest mode
share of 54.99%, which is 11.09% higher than the mode share of private vehicles. As the survey was conducted on weekdays, it is not surprising that commuting trips take up 85.95% of all trips. Leisure trips
only account for 9.89% of all trips. 54.32% of the trips are within
10 km, 29.13% are in the range 10–20 km, 14.68% are in the range
20–40 km, and only 1.86% of the trips are beyond 40 km.
In the sample, there are 1725 traﬃc zones involved. 47.55% of the
trips and 687 traﬃc zones are within the ﬁfth ring road. For spatial
demand analysis, the main part of the study area is shown in Fig. 3.
Owing to the nonexistence of BEV sharing in the real trip data, we
assume that each traveler can access the nearest imaginary shared BEV.
In order to explore an optimistic potential demand distribution in the
status of satisfying station coverage, we set the access and egress distances to be 0.5 km on average. That is, each traveler has the opportunity to choose a shared BEV around 0.5 km from the origin, and can
return the vehicle at the station around 0.5 km from the destination
without a parking space limitation. A normal distribution is adopted to
reveal the randomness of the access and egress distances. The mean
value is set to be 0.5 km and the variance is set to be the same value as
that of the access distance of public transport, which is calculated from
the real trip data. In short, the access distance and egress distance are
subjected to N(0.5, 0.1717). To test the impact of service coverage on

Note: If the absolute t values exceed 1.96 (1.65), the variables are statistically
signiﬁcant at a conﬁdence level of 95% (90%).

purchase private vehicles than travelers who are local-household registered. As a result, their vehicle purchase demand is easily shifted to
BEV sharing demand. These ﬁndings can help to explore the potential
demand for BEV sharing.
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attributes of the original modes such as time and cost have already been
collected in the real trip dataset. Regarding the trip time of BEV
sharing, if the original mode is taxi or private vehicle, we set it to be the
same value as the original modes'. If the original mode is public
transport, we adopt two coeﬃcients for BEV sharing to calculate the
trip time, representing diﬀerent traﬃc conditions in peak and oﬀ-peak
hours. The trip cost is calculated by both trip time and distance according to the pricing of GoFun (0.3 CNY/min and 1.5 CNY/km). We
also extract the personal attributes including education, vehicle ownership, and Hukou in order to reveal the preferences of diﬀerent individuals.

Table 5
Distribution of the trip characteristics.

Mode

Trip purpose

Trip distance

Trip start time

Public transport
Taxi
Private vehicle
Commuting
Business
Carrying items
Leisure
< 10 km
10–20 km
20–40 km
> 40 km
00:00–06:00
06:00–07:00
07:00–08:00
08:00–09:00
09:00–10:00
10:00–11:00
11:00–12:00
12:00–13:00
13:00–14:00
14:00–15:00
15:00–16:00
16:00–17:00
17:00–18:00
18:00–19:00
19:00–20:00
20:00–21:00
21:00–00:00

Sum

Frequency

Ratio

31,920
640
25,484
49,887
2150
264
5743
31,532
16,911
8520
1081
899
5844
12,968
7380
2568
917
839
584
1001
771
925
2227
12,111
5919
1365
848
878
58,044

54.99%
1.10%
43.90%
85.95%
3.70%
0.45%
9.89%
54.32%
29.13%
14.68%
1.86%
1.55%
10.07%
22.34%
12.71%
4.42%
1.58%
1.45%
1.01%
1.72%
1.33%
1.59%
3.84%
20.87%
10.20%
2.35%
1.46%
1.51%
100%

5.2. Impact of BEV sharing on mode split
From the set of the estimated BEV trips, we ﬁnd that 2458 trips are
shifted from the original modes to BEV sharing, accounting for 4.23% of
all trips on weekdays with good service coverage (0.5 km on average).
We also simulate the situation of worse service coverage. If the mean
access distance and egress distance are set to be 1.0 km, then there will
be a sharp drop in the mode share of BEV sharing, which is 0.37%. It
should be noted that if we consider all the modes in addition to public
transport, taxi, and private vehicle, the mode split ratio will be further
diluted. This implies that good service coverage, including station
planning and vehicle layout, is very important to the mode share of BEV
sharing. From the existing research, Ciari et al. (2013) conducted a
simulation in Zurich. The study area was approximately 2800 km2 with
276 stations in operation (approximately 3 km between stations on
average). The mode split from the simulation is 0.6%. Martínez et al.
(2017) developed an agent-based model to study the daily operation of
a hypothetical carsharing system in Lisbon, Portugal. From the simulation results, approximately 3% of the trips are generated as potential
carsharing trips under a perfect-LOS carsharing system. Le Vine et al.
(2014) estimated the potential mode share of round-trip carsharing in
London to be 1.0%, and point-to-point carsharing to be 3.8%. Thus, we
can conclude that the estimation of the mode split is rational in the
case.
To examine the mode shift deeply, we trace back all the potential
trips of BEV sharing. Table 6 provides the distribution of the characteristics of these potential trips. The shift ratios are calculated using
the potential trips and the total trips. The values in parentheses indicate
the percentages in the total BEV sharing trips. In order to test the optimistic potential demand, we take 0.5 km as the average distance between travelers and stations as an example. We ﬁnd that 7.66% of the
mode shift comes from public transport, which is the largest percentage
compared with those of taxis and private vehicles, and BEV sharing
attracts only 0.03% of the demand from the private vehicles, which
indicates that the potential in reducing the usage of the private vehicles
is weak. This implies that carsharing may attract travel demand mainly
from public transport, which probably does not help to improve the
traﬃc conditions. This is in line with the conclusion from Le Vine et al.
(2014) that point-to-point carsharing was found to be a substitute for
public transport. It is also in accordance with Shaheen and Martin
(2006). They noticed that among respondents who are interested in
carsharing, 74% usually use public transport in daily life, whereas respondents who stated that they were uninterested in carsharing reveal
more vehicle usage compared with respondents who are interested
(21% vs. 18%).
As for the mode shift with respect to trip purpose, we ﬁnd 99.47% of
the BEV sharing trips are leisure trips. 42.57% of the leisure trips are
shifted from original modes to BEV sharing. This indicates that BEV
sharing is more welcomed on leisure trips. Regarding the commuting
trips and business trips, only 0.02% and 0.14% of the travelers are attracted from original modes, implying that travelers do not tend to use
BEV sharing in trips that have time constraints. Regarding trip distance,
5.62% of the trips within 10 km are shifted to BEV sharing. 2.94% of
the trips between 10 and 20 km and 2.16% of the trips between 20 and

5th Ring Road
4th Ring Road
3rd Ring Road
2nd Ring Road

Fig. 3. Ring roads in Beijing.

mode share, we simulate the situation under a worse service coverage,
where we set the average access distance and egress distance to be
1.0 km. In addition, we assume the driving range to be a uniform distribution, varying from 60 to 100 km, in order to simulate the impact of
the random initial SOC on the mode choice. We have checked that all
the trips can be completed with the random initial SOC. As for the
vehicle model, we set a probability of 80% that a shared vehicle is a
four-seat vehicle and a probability of 20% that it is a ﬁve-seat vehicle,
according to the current situation in Beijing.
The attributes used in the calculation are set as follows. All the
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Table 6
Impact of BEV sharing on mode split with diﬀerent station coverage.
Total trips

Original mode

Trip purpose

Trip distance

Public transport
Taxi
Private vehicle
Commuting
Business
Carrying items
Leisure
< 10 km
10–20 km
20–40 km
> 40 km

Sum

Station coverage-0.5 km

31,920
640
25,484
49,887
2150
264
5743
31,532
16,911
8520
1081
58,044

Potential trips

Shift ratio

Potential trips

Shift ratio

2444 (99.44%)
7 (0.28%)
7 (0.28%)
8 (0.33%)
3 (0.12%)
2 (0.08%)
2445 (99.47%)
1773 (72.13%)
498 (20.26%)
184 (7.49%)
3 (0.12%)
2458

7.66%
1.09%
0.03%
0.02%
0.14%
0.76%
42.57%
5.62%
2.94%
2.16%
0.28%
4.23%

211 (98.60%)
1 (0.47%)
2 (0.93%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
1 (0.47%)
213 (99.53%)
123 (57.48%)
59 (27.57%)
32 (14.95%)
0 (0.00%)
214

0.66%
0.16%
0.01%
0.00%
0.00%
0.38%
3.71%
0.39%
0.35%
0.38%
0.00%
0.37%

peak accounts for almost 45% of the daily demand. This large variance
of potential demand in diﬀerent time periods implies that it brings a
huge imbalance to the storage of vehicles among stations.
Focusing on the existing studies related to the temporal distribution
of carsharing, we ﬁnd diﬀerent patterns of carsharing demand. Ciari
et al. (2013) obtained the real usage data from a Swiss carsharing operator, Mobility. They reported that the peaks of the departure time are
08:00–10:00, 13:00–14:00, and 18:00–19:00. Among them, the trips in
the morning peak are higher than those in the evening peak. Boldrini
et al. (2016) studied the temporal demand of station-based carsharing
in France with real usage data. They found that on weekdays, the vehicle availability in the morning peak and evening peak is 25%–30% in
the city area, which is the minimum of the whole day. That is, the
maximum demand occurs during peak hours. However, in the suburb
area, the minimum availability occurs only in the evening peak. L.
Miguel Martínez et al. (2017) found that the potential demand is uneven. The highest peak occurs around 08:00, followed by lunchtime and
approximately 17:00, which is close to the results in our case. Schmöller
and Bogenberger (2014) found diﬀerent temporal distributions between
free-ﬂoating carsharing and hybrid carsharing. Most of the free-ﬂoating
carsharing trips occur in 18:00–20:00, whereas most of the hybrid
carsharing trips occur in 09:00–11:00.
To understand this diﬀerence, we also analyze the composition of
the BEV sharing demand (the curve “Trip start”) including the commuting and leisure trips in Fig. 4. We ﬁnd that the leisure trips of BEV
sharing are distributed almost in the same way as the total trips of BEV
sharing. We also ﬁnd that the commuting trips in the morning peak are
generated as much as the trips in the evening peak. That is to say, the
temporal distribution of the BEV sharing demand is to a great extent
determined by the distribution of the total leisure trips. From the results
of the household trip survey, the leisure trips in the morning peak account for 33.34% of the leisure trips, whereas the leisure trips in the
evening peak only account for 7.36%. One possible reason for this is
that the survey data were collected on a weekday. The home–work–home related trip chains take up 50.4% of the total trip chains,
indicating that residents do not tend to take leisure trips after work.
Moreover, probably owing to the lifestyle in Beijing, the residents in the
sample tend to start shopping trips in the morning peaks of weekdays.
Therefore, the potential demand for BEV sharing is likely to appear in
the morning peak in Beijing.
Fig. 5 shows the ratio of the temporal distribution. We compare the
distribution of BEV sharing with the distribution of the total trips. We
ﬁnd that the ratio of BEV sharing is higher during oﬀ-peak hours. This
implies that the potential trip scenario in time is during the oﬀ-peak
hours. This is probably due to the potential trip purpose of BEV sharing.
In peak hours, the main trip purpose is commuting, whereas it is leisure
during oﬀ-peak hours. Thus, travelers tend to use BEV sharing during
the oﬀ-peak hours.

40 km are shifted to BEV sharing. This indicates that under the good
station coverage and current pricing, BEV sharing mostly attracts travelers who travel within 10 km. When the trip distance is beyond
40 km, travelers do not tend to use BEV sharing, probably owing to the
high cost.
Comparing the results between diﬀerent station coverage, we ﬁnd
that, in the situation of 1.0 km, the BEV sharing trips essentially come
from public transport trips. When the distance changes from 1.0 to
0.5 km, there is an obvious change in the ratio of the trips that are
shifted from private vehicle to BEV sharing, which is from 0.66% to
7.66%. This indicates that public transport users are sensitive to access
and egress distance if using BEV sharing. We ﬁnd zero shifts to BEV
sharing in commuting and business trips in the situation of 1.0 km.
Moreover, when the distance changes from 1.0 to 0.5 km, the potential
demand for BEV sharing in short distance trips increases (the ratio rises
from 57.48% to 72.13%). This implies that travelers may feel that it is
not worth tolerating access and egress distances of 1.0 km of in BEV
sharing trips if the trip distance is not long enough.

5.3. Spatial and temporal distribution
In order to gain deep insight into the potential demand for BEV
sharing, we analyze its temporal and spatial distribution. We take
0.5 km as the average distance between travelers and stations and the
current pricing as an example.
Fig. 4 shows the temporal distribution of trip starts and trip ends.
The average trip time is 49 min. The morning peak (deﬁned as
07:00–09:00) is the period when most of the BEV sharing potential
demand is generated, followed by the periods of 14:00–15:00 and
17:00–18:00. Comparing the trips in the morning peak and the trips in
the other periods, we ﬁnd that the potential demand in the morning
700

Trip starts

600

Trip ends

500

Commuting

Station coverage-1.0 km

Leisure
400
300
200
100
0

Fig. 4. Temporal distribution of BEV sharing potential demand.
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30.00%

can be fulﬁlled by the stations with enough shared vehicles. Moreover,
the operation costs are not considered in the calculation, including
factors such as labor, maintenance, relocation, and insurance. From
Fig. 7, it is clear that a mode split increases when the price decreases.
Regarding the revenue, we ﬁnd under the current pricing strategy that
the revenue is 56,070 CNY per day. If the time cost is set to be 0.15
CNY/min and the distance cost to be 0.5 CNY/km, then the maximum
revenue is obtained.
We further analyze the sensitivity of the potential demand to the
pricing, including its impact on the original mode, trip purpose, trip
distance, and trip start time. Here, for simpliﬁcation, we adopt diﬀerent
discounts to represent the diﬀerent levels of pricing, including 0%,
10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 50% oﬀ. The basic price is set to be 0.3 CNY/
min and 1.5 CNY/km. The access distance and egress distance is set to
be 0.5 km.
Table 7 shows the sensitivities to the price change of the original
modes, trips purposes, and trip distances. When the discount increases,
we observe increasing shift ratios of all three modes. In the BEV sharing
potential trips, the ratio of the trips shifted from public transport exhibits a slight reduction, and a slight increase in the ratios of the trips
shifted from taxi and private vehicle are observed. This indicates that
non-public transport travelers are more sensitive to the discount. It is
interesting to ﬁnd that the increase mainly comes from private vehicle
trips (from 0.28% to 1.67%). This is probably due to the price advantage in energy consumption over CGVs, especially after the discount. However, the absolute increase in shifts from public transport is
1902, which is much greater than the number of shifts from taxis and
private vehicles. This implies that blindly reducing the price may cause
a huge demand to shift from public transport system to the road traﬃc
system, as most of the trips that are attracted by BEV sharing are public
transport trips. Therefore, there is an important task for governments,
which is to determine how to consider both the operators' proﬁt and the
negative impacts on the traﬃc conditions. Pricing strategies should be
optimized.
With respect to the trip purpose, we ﬁnd that the commuting trips
are the most sensitive to price changes. The ratio of the commuting trips
in the total BEV sharing trips changes from 0.33% to 20.93% when the
discount changes from 0% to 50%, whereas the ratio of leisure trips
shrinks from 99.47% to 76.65%. The price change has little inﬂuence
on business trips and the trips for carrying items. This implies that
commuting travelers are likely to be aﬀected by the price. Operators

BEV sharing
25.00%

Total

20.00%
15.00%
10.00%
5.00%
0.00%

Fig. 5. Ratio of temporal distribution.

As for the spatial distribution, we take the area within the ﬁfth ring
road as an example. Fig. 6 shows the spatial distribution of potential
demand. All the points indicate the centers of traﬃc zones. The size of
each point indicates the number of potential trips. The trips that start
and end in each zone are aggregated in each corresponding center.
From Fig. 6 (a), we ﬁnd most of the potential trips are generated
within the fourth ring road, especially from the areas where the land
use is residential or integrative, such as Fang Zhuang and Dong Zhi
Men. From Fig. 6 (b), the destinations of the potential trips are mainly
commercial areas or green spaces, such as Shi Cha Hai and Summer
Palace. The diﬀerent distribution of trip starts and ends shows an imbalance in demand, which could introduce signiﬁcant work in terms of
vehicle relocation.

5.4. Impact of the pricing strategies
We also simulate the impact of the pricing change on the mode split
and total revenue. In Fig. 7, the cost per minute is set to vary from 0.1 to
0.5 CNY, and the cost per kilometer is set to vary from 0.5 to 2.5. Each
time the pricing strategy changes, the potential demand changes accordingly. The revenue is deﬁned as the gross proﬁt minus the energy
cost. We take 0.15 CNY/km as the rate of the electric charge. Note that
all the demand in the study is potential demand, such that the supply is
not considered. We assume an optimistic case in which all the demand

Fig. 6. Spatial distribution of the potential trips.
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Fig. 7. Impact of the pricing change on the mode split and total revenue.

be a sharp drop in the mode share of BEV sharing, which is 0.37%.
Under the current pricing strategy, the main source of the potential
demand is the trips of public transport, leisure, and < 10 km. We ﬁnd
that the eﬀect of BEV sharing to substitute private vehicle is weak. The
temporal distribution shows that the potential trips are concentrated in
the morning peak, and a huge imbalance of trips exists between the
morning and evening peaks, which is probably one of the causes of the
vehicle storage imbalance. We also notice that the ratio of BEV sharing
is higher during oﬀ-peak hours. These trips mainly start in the residential or integrative areas such as Fang Zhuang and Dong Zhi Men,
and end in commercial areas or green spaces such as Shi Cha Hai and
Summer Palace. If we do not consider the supply-related factors and
other operating costs, the best pricing strategy is 0.15 CNY/min and 0.5
CNY/km. As for the sensitivity to the pricing, commuting trips and
long-distance trips are more easily attracted when the price decreases.
The price decrease can also increase the potential trip ratio in the
evening peak.
Some policy suggestions are proposed based on the potential demand analysis:
(1) From the analysis results, if all the potential demand is fulﬁlled,
it may aggravate the traﬃc congestion, as it mainly attracts demand
from public transport trips. Thus, if governments intend to develop the
BEV sharing system as well as improve the traﬃc condition, a rational
station and vehicle layout planning should be optimized to obtain the
optimal mode share or the minimum congestion in the whole area. For
example, stations are not suggested to be set in areas with heavy traﬃc
and a high proportion of public transport trips.
(2) Improving station coverage has a positive eﬀect on the mode
share. Increasing or decreasing the number of stations in the urban area
directly inﬂuences the travelers' distance from stations as well as the
opportunities to use vehicles. Governments may control the mode share
of BEV sharing by a rational station planning, simply via the access and
egress distance.
(3) According to the BEV sharing trip temporal distribution, it is
suggested that the main task of relocation should be emphasized before
or during the morning peak to fulﬁll the intensive potential demand on
weekdays.
(4) Various pricing strategies can be applied to improve the usage
rate of BEV sharing. For example, a discount can be provided for
commuting travelers in the evening peaks or long-distance trips to increase the usage rate. A set of optimal discounts varying with time
duration and shared vehicles can also be studied to help operators to
maximize proﬁts.
The limitations of this study are that the potential demand for BEV
sharing is estimated based on some perfect conditions of supply (such as

can attract commuting travelers by adjusting the pricing strategies
aimed at commuting trips.
Regarding the trip distance, the mode shift ratios of trips within 10
and 10–20 km reveal slight increases from 5.62% to 7.80% and from
2.94% to 4.97%, respectively. There is an obvious drop in the ratio of
the BEV sharing trips within 10 km, from 72.13% to 55.52%. However,
we observe that it is sensitive to the price change when the trips
are > 20 km. Especially for the trips in the range 20–40 km, the mode
shift ratio rises from 2.16% to 12.69%; the ratio of the total potential
trips rises from 7.49% to 24.39%. This indicates that long-distance trips
are more likely to be attracted by incentives. Operators can apply
special pricing strategies for long-distance trips.
Fig. 8 shows the impact of pricing changes on the trip start time. It is
obvious that the ratio of the potential trips in the morning peak shrinks
with the increase in the discount, whereas the ratio of the potential trips
in the evening peak increases. If the price goes down, the number of
potential trips in the evening increases quickly. A possible reason for
this is that this increase in trips comes from the commuting trips, which
mainly refer to the trips back home. As analyzed in Fig. 4, the main trip
purpose of BEV sharing use is leisure trips. Only a small proportion of
the trips is shifted from the commuting trips. If the discount increases,
more attraction is exhibited for the trips back home. This phenomenon
implies that commuting trips are more sensitive to the price and have
potential in BEV sharing use when the price reduces. Meanwhile, the
discount strategy has an eﬀect on the temporal distribution of the trip
starts. For operators, the discount strategy can be used, such as in the
evening peak to increase the usage rate increase as well as the proﬁt.
Moreover, by balancing the demand in both the morning and evening
peaks, the vehicle storage imbalance among stations will be relieved to
some extent and the relocation cost will also be reduced.
6. Conclusion and implications
This study considers station-based one-way BEV sharing in an urban
transport system, and investigates the potential demand based on a
mode choice behavior analysis. A nested logit model is established and
calibrated to analyze the mode choice behavior based on an SP survey.
We apply the model results to a set of real trip data (where the mode of
BEV sharing does not exist) to test the feasibility of the mode shift.
Furthermore, the temporal and spatial distribution, impact of BEV
sharing on the mode split, and impact of pricing strategies are analyzed.
The results show that good service coverage is very important to the
mode share of BEV sharing. An optimistic mode split of BEV sharing is
4.23% under perfect station coverage and the current pricing. If the
access distance and egress distance are set to be 1.0 km, then there will
10
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1.56%
0.18%
0.85%
2.05%
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3227 (86.82%)
2335 (62.82%)
687 (18.48%)
638 (17.16%)
57 (1.53%)
3717
3188 (98.85%)
7 (0.22%)
30 (0.93%)
167 (5.18%)
18 (0.56%)
13 (0.40%)
3027 (93.86%)
2180 (67.60%)
623 (19.32%)
393 (12.19%)
29 (0.90%)
3225

9.99%
1.09%
0.12%
0.33%
0.84%
4.92%
52.71%
6.91%
3.68%
4.61%
2.68%
5.56%

station locations, available vehicles, and suﬃcient SOC). Discussions
concerning the real demand (e.g., the current situation in Beijing) and
potential demand estimated in this study should be further conducted.
We focus more on “potential,” which could be more directly beneﬁcial
in the planning level (i.e., station location, ﬂeet size, and vehicle distribution). In the practical operation, there exist issues such as vehicle
imbalance due to one-way operation. It has been demonstrated that
these can lead to losses if many commuter trips are considered, as the
staﬀ-based relocation is essential but expensive (Santos and de Almeida
Correia, 2019; Jorge et al., 2014; de Almeida Correia and Antunes,
2012). However, the potential demand has a poor eﬀect on operation
management such as vehicle relocation, which requires precise demand
estimation. In future work, supply factors such as vehicle availability,
power limitation, parking space restriction, and limited vehicles in
operation, and their interaction with potential demand should be
clariﬁed. Real demand such as short-term demand or even real-time
demand should be estimated using historical data based on real scenarios (i.e., real station and vehicle distributions). Furthermore, improved relocation strategies should focus on maximizing operator
proﬁt, and incentive strategies targeting car owners to induce trip demand shifting from private vehicles to BEV sharing should be developed.
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